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Abstract: Concentrating solar power plants use sensible thermal energy storage, a mature technology
based on molten salts, due to the high storage efficiency (up to 99%). Both parabolic trough collectors
and the central receiver system for concentrating solar power technologies use molten salts tanks,
either in direct storage systems or in indirect ones. But even though this is a mature technology, it still
shows challenges in its implementation and operation. This paper underscores the critical importance
of stringent design criteria for molten salt tanks in thermal storage technology. Focusing on the
potential ramifications of design failures, the study explores various dimensions where an inadequate
design can lead to severe consequences, even jeopardizing the viability of the entire technology.
Key areas discussed include structural integrity, corrosion, thermal shock, thermal expansions, and
others. By elucidating the multifaceted risks associated with design shortcomings, this paper aims to
emphasize the necessity of thorough reviews and adherence to robust design principles for ensuring
the success, safety, and sustainability of thermal storage technology.

Keywords: concentrating solar power (CSP); thermal energy storage (TES); molten salt tanks;
challenges; design; failures; modelling

1. Introduction

The energy storage technology in molten salt tanks is a sensible thermal energy storage
system (TES). This system employs what is known as solar salt, a commercially prevalent
variant consisting of 40% KNO3 and 60% NaNO3 in its weight composition and is based
on the temperature increase in the salt due to the effect of energy transfer [1]. It is a mature
technology that has been widely used in concentrating solar power (CSP) plants, for which
it is essential. This technology gives the CSP plants the ability to store the energy of solar
radiation from the hours of sunshine and convert it into electricity when required, adapting
the energy source to the electricity demand of the grid. The two-tank molten salt system is
the most effective technology for heat storage in CSP applications, although it still has some
drawbacks [2]. The Crescent Dunes CSP project in the United States serves as an illustrative
example [3]. The molten salt tank problems in this project encompassed issues of corrosion,
operational reliability, thermal stress, maintenance challenges, and potential cost impacts.
These challenges underscore the importance of a rigorous design and material selection in
molten salt tank systems for concentrated solar power applications. The first CSP plant with
a molten salt tank TES system was the Solar Electric Generating Station I, built in 1984 in
the USA and decommissioned in 1999. It had 13.8 MW of nominal capacity and 3 h storage.
This plant was followed by many others, such as Andasol 1, which was commissioned
in 2008 in Spain. This was the first to use this technology on a large scale, with a storage
capacity of 375 MWh, almost 10 times bigger than the Solar Electric Generating Station I [4].
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By the end of 2021, there was already a capacity of approximately 27,500 MWh of TES from
molten salt tanks installed worldwide, and it is expected to continue to increase.

The two most widespread types of CSP technologies worldwide are the parabolic
trough collector (PTC) and the central receiver system (CRS) [5]. The solar field of PTC
technology is based on curved concentrators with a parabolic shape, called parabolic
trough collectors, which concentrate solar radiation on an absorber tube. The absorber
tubes are located in the focal line of these collectors. Inside these tubes, a heat transfer fluid
(HTF) flows, which collects thermal energy and transports it to the TES system and the
power block [6]. On the other hand, CRS technology, also known as a solar power tower
(SPT), employs a heliostat solar field (HSF). The HSF is made up of a field of sun-tracking
reflectors called heliostats (flat or slightly concave mirrors) that reflect and concentrate
solar radiation on a central receiver positioned at the top of a tower. In the central receiver,
the heat is absorbed by the HTF, which can be stored in a TES system or sent to the power
cycle. PTC technology generally operates at temperatures below 400 ◦C, while CRS reaches
temperatures up to 565 ◦C [7]. The diagrams of CSP plants with PTC and CRS technologies
are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
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The contemporary state-of-the-art molten salt thermal energy storage (TES) systems
involve a dual-tank configuration—a “cold” tank operating at around 290 ◦C and a hot
tank reaching temperatures of approximately 395 ◦C or 565 ◦C—depending on the specific
technology. These tanks are designed to store molten salts, and their primary function is to
retain the sensible heat within until it is needed for power generation. The process involves
the circulation of molten salts (MS) between the two tanks, facilitating the charging and
discharging phases in a Rankine power cycle [8].

The primary motivation for incorporating salt tanks stems from their notable storage
efficiency, achieving an annual efficiency of up to 99%, as evidenced in CSP plants such as
Andasol and Solar Two [9]. Losses in this system primarily result from heat dissipation
through tank walls and foundations, mitigated by effective insulation, and from heat
exchange between various media.

In contrast to alternative thermal energy storage (TES) technologies, two-tank molten
salt storage systems maintain consistent power and temperature levels throughout both the
charging and discharging phases. This stands in contrast to other technologies that often
experience a decline in pressure, temperature, or power during the discharge process [8].

An additional notable attribute of this system is its capacity to attain high tempera-
tures, reaching around 565 ◦C. This allows for the storage of substantial amounts of thermal
energy within a relatively compact volume, ranging from 70 kWh/m3 to 200 kWh/m3 [10].
Moreover, it facilitates enhanced efficiencies in the Rankine cycle during the discharge of en-
ergy. However, it is worth noting that the commonly used salts have freezing temperatures
around 220 ◦C, necessitating supplementary heating systems to prevent salt solidification.

The integrity of molten salt tanks is paramount for ensuring the feasibility and success
of thermal storage technology. Several key aspects defend the importance of maintaining
the integrity of these tanks:

• Material Compatibility and Corrosion Resistance: Molten salts, while effective for
energy storage, can be corrosive. Ensuring the tanks are constructed from materials
with high corrosion resistance is critical. The integrity of these materials is essential to
prevent leaks, structural damage, and contamination of the stored salts.

• Structural Strength and Longevity: The structural integrity of molten salt tanks is
crucial for their long-term performance. The tanks must withstand thermal stresses,
expansion and contraction cycles, and potential external forces. Ensuring the tanks
have the structural strength to endure these conditions is vital for their longevity
and reliability.

• Thermal Insulation: To minimize heat losses and optimize the efficiency of the storage
system, molten salt tanks must incorporate effective thermal insulation. Maintaining
the integrity of this insulation is essential for preserving the temperature differentials
between the hot and cold tanks, reducing energy losses during storage and retrieval
processes.

• Sealing and Leak Prevention: The tanks must be meticulously sealed to prevent any
potential leaks. Even minor leaks can compromise the overall efficiency of the system
and pose safety concerns. Regular monitoring and maintenance are crucial to identify
and address any issues related to seals or potential leakage points.

• Operational Safety: A breach in the integrity of molten salt tanks can result in safety
hazards. Ensuring the tanks are designed and maintained with the highest standards
of safety in mind is essential for preventing accidents and ensuring the well-being of
personnel involved in the operation and maintenance of the storage technology.

This review is particularly emphasized with the goal of enhancing the design of molten
salt tanks. Section 2 delves into critical insights into the design of these tanks, offering
valuable considerations to bolster their efficiency and reliability. Section 3 meticulously
explores failure modes in molten salt tanks, highlighting corrosion, thermal shock, and
thermal expansions as pivotal aspects to be addressed for improved design resilience.
In Section 4, various modeling techniques are scrutinized, providing a comprehensive
understanding that can inform advanced design strategies for molten salt systems. The
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overarching aim of this review is to contribute substantively to the enhancement of molten
salt tank design practices, ultimately fostering advancements in thermal storage technology.
The conclusions and remarks presented in Section 5 encapsulate key takeaways for driving
future improvements in tank design and overall system performance.

2. Molten Salt Tank Design

The main component of the storage system is the storage tanks. The total volume
of the molten salt in both storage tanks is based on the storage hours at full load and
the power block design turbine thermal input capacity. The thermal capacity of these
tanks represents the nominal thermal storage capacity of the system. It is calculated by
multiplying the hours of storage at full power cycle load by the cycle thermal input power
at the design stage.

There is no single unified regulation for the mechanical design of these tanks, so all
existing ones can be used. Currently, the reference point for the design of salt tanks is API
650, established by the American Petroleum Institute [11]. This design is further tailored
by Appendix M in API 650, which extends requirements for tanks operating at elevated
temperatures, and Appendix N in API 650, addressing the use of materials not specified in
the original document [12]. Another standard used is the one indicated by ASME (American
Society of Mechanical Engineers), specifically ASME II D [13] for the selection of materials
and ASME VIII Div II [14] for the design of tanks. These ASME standards are commonly
employed to characterize material properties based on temperature for simulation purposes.
Moreover, ASME VIII Div II offers guidance for Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulations
of the thermo-mechanical components, facilitating stress and fatigue checks derived from
simulation results. These standards collectively contribute to ensuring the integrity and
reliability of salt storage tank designs in thermal storage systems. The lack of a clear code
in the design of molten salt tanks can lead to safety, efficiency, and consistency issues in the
thermal storage industry, affecting both technical feasibility and regulatory acceptance of these
technologies. A clear code provides a common foundation for continuous improvement and
the adoption of best practices in the design and operation of molten salt tanks.

The design of molten salt tanks has traditionally favored a cylindrical shape [15]. A
common feature shared by both tanks is their optimal design height, set at 14 m. This
specific height is a result of a trade-off consideration: as the tank height increases, thermal
losses decrease. This phenomenon stems from the fact that, at the same volume, a shorter
cylindrical tank exhibits a smaller heat transfer area [16]. It is noteworthy, however, that
this height is constrained to 14 m [17,18] due to limitations in the shaft length of the salt
pumps. This limitation underscores the need to balance thermal efficiency with practical
engineering constraints in the design of molten salt tanks.

It is crucial to note that given the absence of a standardized design criterion, the fol-
lowing considerations are presented as design suggestions rather than definitive guidelines.
The structural integrity of the tank must be meticulously crafted to endure its own weight,
the load of molten salts, and the thermal stresses associated with elevated temperatures. A
comprehensive three-dimensional thermal analysis, often modeled through Finite Element
Analysis (FEA), is imperative for designing the tank structure. As of now, one of the
commonly employed programs for such analyses is ANSYS FLUENT. In the design of salt
tanks at high temperatures, certain considerations must be taken into account:

• The thermal expansions of the tank occur depending on the operating temperature.
• The temperature gradients between the different internal parts of the metallic structure

of the tank.
• The thermal cycling that the tank is expected to experience during its design life.
• Temperature differences between the bottom of the tank and the lower part of the wall.

If the thermal analysis reveals a significant difference, it may be necessary to enhance
the union of the bottom with the shell, introduce a thicker annular ring, or install
lower plates. These considerations are vital for ensuring the reliability and longevity
of the molten salt tank in high-temperature environments.
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• The maximum temperature difference between any two points in the tank during the
filling and heating procedure.

Additional Design Considerations and Material Recommendations for Molten Salt
Tanks in Concentrated Solar Power Applications are:

• Expansion requirement design: To accommodate the free thermal expansion of molten
salt tanks during the initial heating phase, all connections to main pipes or fixed
equipment are designed with expansion joints. This design feature ensures seam-
less transitions from ambient temperature to working temperature, preventing struc-
tural stresses.

• Tank Diameter and Material Correlation: The tank diameter is intricately linked to
both storage capacity and molten salt temperature. Higher storage temperatures result
in a reduced tank volume requirement due to the higher energy density of molten
salts. However, the maximum diameter is contingent on the tank’s construction
material, determined by its operating temperature. For solar power plants utilizing
PTC technology, the standard of maintaining uniformity in both material and diameter
for both tanks is recommended, simplifying design, construction, and maintenance
processes [17]. These tanks work with salts below 400 ◦C and may be manufactured
using ASTM A516 Gr70 carbon steel [16], capable of withstanding corrosion caused
by molten salts at those temperatures. In the tower plant, the molten salt works at
temperatures above 500 ◦C; commonly used materials include AISI 347H and AISI
321H, as well as other stainless steels such as AISI 316L and AISI 304 [16,17,19,20].
These stainless steels offer better resistance to corrosion at higher temperatures but
come with increased costs and a lower maximum tank diameter of around 40 m.

• Thickness Oversizing for Corrosion Protection: The oversizing of the thickness of
the tank must be designed according to the annual corrosion ratio of the material in
contact with the salts at these temperatures so that this may vary from one tank to
another. This thickness shall be designed to consider all years of the life cycle of the
storage system. Considering a plant life cycle of 30 years and corrosion rates for the
cold tank (ASTM A516 Gr. 70 at 400 ◦C) of 0.078 mm/year [21] and for the hot tank
(AISI A-347H at 600 ◦C) of 0.0088 mm/year [22], the thickness oversizing should be
minimum 2.34 mm for the cold tank and 0.264 mm for the hot tank. However, for
safety reasons, the thickness oversize must be higher than the minimum.

• Roof Design and Impact on Tank Integrity: The design of the tank’s roof is crucial,
influencing its ability to withstand vacuum and overpressure failures. The tank’s shape
is also significant, determining its maximum overpressure capacity and stress in joints.
Tanks with an ellipsoidal roof welded to the shell can withstand higher overpressures
and generate less stress in joints compared to spherical or flat cap designs. Increasing
the elevation of the roof further enhances the tank’s ability to withstand overpressure
as the radius of curvature in the cylindrical shell–roof joint increases [16].

An integral aspect that demands meticulous attention in tank design is the foundation.
The foundation’s robustness becomes paramount as it bears the mechanical stress stemming
from the tank’s weight. Simultaneously, it must endure the temperature fluctuations
inherent in the tank’s operational life cycle. Recognizing the foundation as a critical
component underscores the need for precision in its design, ensuring not only structural
integrity but also longevity and resilience against the dynamic interplay of mechanical
forces and varying temperatures. Additionally, the goal is to minimize thermal losses from
the tank to prevent a loss of efficiency in storage.

Some foundation designs face the challenge of reducing the dead volume of salts,
a critical space ensuring proper submersion of pumps. To address this consideration,
designs utilize truncated cone bottoms. These bottoms, with their distinctive shape, not
only help optimize the dead space but also provide an efficient solution to ensure effective
pump operation.

In conclusion, meticulous consideration is given to the thermal elongations experi-
enced by both the shell and the tank bottom, factoring in the intricacies of the preheating
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phase and operational cycles. The overarching design considerations are strategically
aimed at averting the generation of excessive stresses in critical areas, encompassing the
bottom plates, annular rings, and tank walls. Additionally, there is a focused effort to
proactively mitigate the potential risk of bottom plate buckling.

The foundation, a critical aspect of this design, is meticulously crafted to bear the
mechanical stress imposed by the tank weight while simultaneously enduring the tempera-
tures encountered throughout its life cycle. Comprising multiple layers of diverse materials,
the foundation configuration is illustrated in Figure 3. The following sections delineate the
possible layers and the materials suitable for each, providing a comprehensive overview of
the foundation composition [16]:

a. A layer of fine sand just after the bottom of the tank.
b. A wide layer of insulating refracting bricks or expanded clay.
c. A layer of insulating material, which could be made of glass foam or ceramic fiber.
d. A thick layer of reinforced concrete. This concrete is cooled by an air- or water-

cooling system to avoid high temperatures that compromise its structural integrity,
if necessary.

e. A last layer of poor concrete, between the reinforced concrete and the soil.
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To ensure the safety and reliability of the foundation, the incorporation of tempera-
ture sensors is imperative. These sensors will be strategically distributed to measure the
foundation’s temperature, validating that it consistently maintains safe values.

The cooling system, an integral part of this design, features horizontal tubes seamlessly
embedded within the reinforced concrete structure. Typically, these tubes are interlinked
with fans, facilitating the passage of ambient air to dissipate heat. In scenarios demanding
enhanced heat evacuation, a water-cooling system will be implemented. This system
involves pumps propelling water through the tubes, providing an effective mechanism for
temperature regulation and further ensuring optimal operational conditions [16].

To conclude the design review of the tanks, it is imperative to emphasize that for the
seamless operation of molten salt tanks, meticulous attention to detail is paramount. A
specific requirement involves achieving a precise degree of mixing within the tank. This
becomes even more critical in the cold tank, given its proximity to the melting point. The
heightened importance in this context arises from the cooling effects induced by the thermal
losses of the tank, which have the potential to create thermal stratification and, consequently,
cold spots. To address this operational challenge, the design mandates the incorporation of
internal circulation rings or a set of ejectors within the salt tanks. These elements play a
pivotal role in inducing a circulation flow and facilitating the thorough mixing of salts inside
the tank [20]. Their function is essential to maintaining a homogeneous temperature profile,
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safeguarding against undesirable thermal variations. This system is intelligently designed
to activate during both normal system operation and the internal recirculation mode. For a
visual representation, refer to Figure 4, which illustrates the typical configuration geometry
of circulation rings in a molten salt tank. This schematic elucidates the strategic placement
and function of these elements, reinforcing their integral role in promoting effective mixing
and ensuring a consistently uniform temperature profile.
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3. Common Failures in Molten Salts Tanks

In recent years, some incidents with tank failures in concentrated solar power plants
have appeared, resulting in huge economic losses [11]. This section analyses the main
causes of failures in molten salt tanks, which are mainly due to corrosion, thermal shock,
and thermal deformation.

3.1. Corrosion

This paper does not aim to do a comprehensive review of this topic since further
information is already available in the literature [23–30].

Corrosion is defined as the thermodynamically driven degradation of materials.
Molten salt at elevated temperatures is corrosive, and its level of corrosivity increases
with temperature. This is the reason why the material of the tanks will depend on the
temperature at which they store the salts. Corrosion can occur in various ways, among
which the most common and relevant in molten salt tanks are hot corrosion, localized
corrosion, mechanically assisted corrosion, and flow-accelerated corrosion [23].

Hot corrosion is defined as “accelerated corrosion of metal surfaces that results from
the combined effect of oxidation and reactions with sulfur compounds and other contami-
nants, such as chlorides, to form a molten salt on a metal surface that fluxes, destroys, or
disrupts the normal protective oxide” [31].

There are two types of hot corrosion; on the one hand, high-temperature hot corrosion
(HTHC) occurs at temperatures higher than the melting temperature of the salt. On the
other hand, low-temperature hot corrosion (LTHC) refers to the damage produced at
temperatures below the melting point of the salt. In the tanks, since the salts are molten,
the type of corrosion that concerns them is HTHC.

A common characteristic of hot corrosion is the change in the rate of weight loss, which
makes it possible to distinguish between an initiation stage, characterized by a rate similar to
that of the absence of the deposit, and a propagation stage, during which the rate is fast [23].

Localized corrosion can be defined as the appearance of small and deep indentations,
known as pitting corrosion, or the preferential degradation of metals around a confined
volume of electrolyte, called crevice corrosion. For this type of localized corrosion to occur,
the formation of a protective layer of corrosion products is necessary.

The first phase of localized corrosion can occur immediately or after weeks or even years.
The absence of pitting in short intervals does not imply that the metal is resistant to this type
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of corrosion, and it is necessary to ensure that pitting does not occur in the long term. Once
corrosion has started, a pit spreads rapidly through the interior of the metal. An alternative to
stop this corrosion is by clogging the pit with insoluble corrosion products [23].

One of the most relevant forms of localized corrosion in salt tanks is intragranular attack.
It is the type of corrosion most commonly found in alloys exposed to molten chlorides in
oxidizing atmospheres [32]. Localized corrosion becomes even more dangerous and critical if
the corroded alloy is exposed to mechanical stress, as shown in [33]. Preferential attack of grain
boundaries is one of the major concerns in materials used for molten salt containment [34].
Chemical species present at grain boundaries could be more likely to be oxidized, dissolved,
etc., than the chemical species present in the grains, which consequently leads to a greater
depth of damage where the grain boundaries are in contact with the salt [35].

Mechanically assisted corrosion encompasses stress corrosion cracking (SCC) induced
by cyclic loading and corrosion fatigue resulting from thermal cyclic behavior. The con-
fluence of mechanical stress and corrosion reactions in this scenario leads to the perilous
propagation of cracks. When selecting materials for the tank shell, it becomes imperative to
account for this type of corrosion, as even materials with exceptional corrosion resistance
may prove inadequate when subjected to mechanical stress. The stresses requisite for such
corrosion are relatively small and typically exhibit tensile characteristics [23,36].

Flow-accelerated corrosion, also known as dynamic corrosion, depends mainly on
the flow velocity. At low velocities, the depletion of cathodic reactants is avoided, and the
removal of soluble corrosion products is accelerated. In contrast, at higher speeds, erosion
of the protective deposits may take place, and at even higher speeds, erosion of the base
material may occur. In the case of erosion, the angle of impact and the turbulence of the
flow are fundamental [23].

This paper focuses on the corrosion induced by solar salt. Most studies evaluate corro-
sion under static conditions where corrosion samples are immersed in crucibles containing
molten salts, maintained at a constant temperature, and in a controlled atmosphere. These
static conditions replicate the conditions inside the tanks.

Nevertheless, dynamic corrosion studies are imperative for the design of piping
systems and receivers. Recent experimental investigations underscore that an elevation in
flow velocity typically correlates with a substantial increase in the corrosion rate [29,37–39].
The corrosion rate depends on process and film temperature, container material, and salt’
composition. This paper summarizes the behavior of the most interesting steels for the
construction of TES systems. In applications with temperatures below 400 ◦C, the industry
commonly employs carbon steel, specifically the ASTM 516 Gr. 70 alloy. Conversely, for
higher-temperature applications, stainless steels such as AISI 347H, AISI 316L, AISI 321,
and AISI 304 are frequently utilized.

The methodologies used to analyze the corrosion rates are weight gain, weight loss,
weight loss by dynamic gravimetric analysis, electrochemical polarization, and electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy [23]. Table 1 presents the increase in the thickness of the
pipelines for the service life, which is usually 25 years. Tables 2 and 3 values are corrosion
rates in microns per year for molten salt tank materials.

Table 1. Minimum corrosion thickness of molten salts pipes tested under dynamic corrosion [29,37–39].

Alloy Temperature (◦C) Minimum Corrosion Thickness [mm]

A516 Gr. 70 500 9.99
A516 Gr. 70 385 2.84

AISI 304 530 0.51
AISI 347H 560 0.42
AISI 347 560 0.41

AISI 321H 560 0.50
AISI 316L 530 0.33
AISI 316L 560 0.36
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Table 2. Summary of corrosion data in ASTM A516 Gr. 70 for molten salt tank.

Alloy Test Conditions Temperature (◦C) Exposure Time (h) Corrosion Rate (µm/year) Reference

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt 400 810 78 [21]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
0.5 Cl wt. % 400 811 198 [21]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
1.0 Cl wt. % 400 804 405 [21]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt 450 642 299 [21]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
0.5 Cl wt. % 450 724 734 [21]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
1.0 Cl wt. % 450 602 1,531 [21]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt 390 1500 92 [40]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar Salt
0.1 Cl wt. % 390 4064 5.46 [27]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt IC *
0.1 Cl wt. % 390 4064 3.57 [27]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
0.1 Cl wt. % 390 8712 2.14 [27]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
1.2 Cl wt. % 400 1581 210 ± 7 [41]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
3.0 Cl wt. % 400 1581 535 ± 7 [41]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
Dynamic test 500 100 333 [37]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
Static test 500 100 215 [37]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt 400 2165 47.4 ± 3.4 [42]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
0.7 Cl wt. % 400 2165 47.4 ± 3.4 [42]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
1.8 Cl wt. % 400 1504 987.3 ± 18.6 [42]

A516 Gr. 70 Solar salt
Dynamic test 385 1000 94.6 [43]

* Intermittent conditions. Partially in contact with N2 and with salts, depending on the filling level of the tank.

Table 3. Summary of corrosion data in stainless steels for molten salt tank.

Alloy Test Conditions Temperature (◦C) Exposure Time (h) Corrosion Rate (µm/year) Reference

AISI 304 Solar salt 570 7008 17.7 [44]

AISI 304 Solar salt
1.0 NaCl wt. % 570 7008 26.6 [44]

AISI 304 Solar salt
1.3 NaCl wt. % 570 7008 35.5 [44]

AISI 304 Solar salt TC * 565 4432 15.8 [45]

AISI 304 Solar salt TC
0.82 Cl wt. % 565 4432 31.6 [45]

AISI 304 Solar salt 565 4584 11.5 [45]

AISI 304 Solar salt
0.82 Cl wt. % 565 4584 30.6 [45]

AISI 304 Solar salt 530 1960 20 [38]
AISI 304 Solar salt 530 3000 12.5 [38]

AISI 304 Solar salt
Dynamic test 530 1960 17 [38]

AISI 347H Solar salt 600 3000 8.8 [22]
AISI 347H Solar salt 600 5000 51 [46]

AISI 347H Solar salt
Dynamic test 560 1125 14 [39]
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Table 3. Cont.

Alloy Test Conditions Temperature (◦C) Exposure Time (h) Corrosion Rate (µm/year) Reference

AISI 347 Solar salt 400 3064 0.7 [47]
AISI 347 Solar salt 500 3064 4.6 [47]
AISI 347 Solar salt 600 3000 10.4 [48]
AISI 347 Solar salt 680 1025 447 [47]

AISI 347 Solar salt
Dynamic test 560 1125 13.5 [39]

AISI 321 Solar salt 400 3064 1 [47]
AISI 321 Solar salt 500 3064 7.1 [47]
AISI 321 Solar salt 600 3000 15.9 [48]
AISI 321 Solar salt 680 1025 460 [47]

AISI 321H Solar salt
Dynamic test 560 1125 16.5 [39]

AISI 316 Solar salt 600 3000 8.4 [22]
AISI 316 Solar salt 600 5000 61 [46]
AISI 316 Solar salt 570 7008 21.3 [44]

AISI 316 Solar salt
1.0 Cl wt. % 570 7008 18.7 [44]

AISI 316 Solar salt
1.3 Cl wt. % 570 7008 20.2 [44]

AISI 316 Solar salt TC 565 4084 10.7 [45]

AISI 316 Solar salt TC
0.82 Cl wt. % 565 4084 23.6 [45]

AISI 316 Solar salt 565 4584 8.6 [45]

AISI 316 Solar salt
0.82 Cl wt. % 565 4584 15.3 [45]

AISI 316L Solar salt TC 565 4084 12.2 [45]

AISI 316L Solar salt TC
0.82 Cl wt. % 565 4084 12.3 [45]

AISI 316L Solar salt 565 4584 8.4 [45]

AISI 316L Solar salt
0.82 Cl wt. % 565 4584 9.5 [45]

AISI 316L Solar salt 530 1960 9.5 [38]
AISI 316L Solar salt 530 3000 5.5 [38]

AISI 316L Solar salt
Dynamic test 530 1960 11 [38]

AISI 316L Solar salt
Dynamic test 560 1125 12 [39]

* Thermal cycling.

The alloy ASTM A516 Gr. 70 has been shown to resist corrosion caused by binary solar
salt for temperatures up to 400 ◦C, generally with low thickness loss rates, below 100 mi-
crons per year. However, the corrosion rate has a strong dependence on the percentage of
chlorides present in the salt, increasing rapidly as this percentage grows, as can be seen in
Table 2. Hence, this salt will be required to be as pure as possible. From the corrosion data
in the literature, it can be concluded that the more hours the metal is exposed to salts, the
lower the corrosion rate, suggesting that the corrosion rate decreases over time. It should
also be noted that at temperatures above 400 ◦C, the rate of corrosion increases considerably.
Therefore, it is concluded that the A516 Gr. 70 alloy has good performance in terms of
corrosion caused by contact with solar salt, and its use is recommended in applications at
temperatures of up to 400 ◦C.

The analyzed results focus on static tests with immersion specimens, where the impact
of chlorine content is observed to be very relevant. The impact of chloride content is more
relevant in carbon steel than in stainless steel. This has led CSP technology to work with
high-purity salts. Currently, refined nitrate salts with chlorine content below 0.1% are
used. The test results indicate a corrosion allowance of 0.5 mm for molten salt corrosion in
static conditions, deemed adequate for typical scenarios. However, recent findings suggest
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that a reduced allowance of 0.24 mm might be necessary under certain circumstances,
such as when the preheating process is suboptimal [49]. Moreover, post-mortem corrosion
tests highlight the influence of intermittent exposure during tank filling and emptying on
corrosion rates [27]. This review emphasizes the difficulty in achieving corrosion allowance
adjustments solely based on laboratory tests, stressing the need for real-world validation
in commercial tank environments. As an interim solution, current carbon steel tanks are
recommended to have a 2 mm corrosion allowance. A more accurate measure should be
proposed through the analysis of immersion coupons installed in commercial tanks.

Austenitic stainless steels are used in molten salt facilities at temperatures above 400 ◦C.
The stainless steels analyzed in Table 3 have superior properties in terms of corrosion and
are used up to 550–570 ◦C. All the alloys analyzed in the table present good results in
terms of corrosion rates for temperatures below 600 ◦C, especially alloys AISI 347H, AISI
347, AISI 316L, and AISI 316. For temperatures above 600 ◦C, the corrosion rates increase
strongly. Regarding resistance to corrosion caused by molten salt flows, the AISI 316L alloy
has the lowest rate of corrosion and, consequently, is recommended for piping.

AISI 347H is the material proposed for the hot tank. Due to austenitic stainless steel
is not affected by the preheating process, 10 µm/year can be used as a corrosion rate
reference under static conditions at 565 ◦C. This would yield a corrosion allowance of
0.3 mm over 25 years. However, given the challenge of replicating all the conditions
occurring in commercial plants, this value is doubled as a safety factor.

3.2. Thermal Shock

During their operation, the alloys that form the shell of the salt tanks could experience
thermal gradients, which generate stresses in the material. If these thermal gradients are
too high, the stresses generated could be of such a magnitude that they result in the rupture
of the tank [11,50]. Temperature gradients in molten salt tanks can be divided into two
main groups: gradients as a function of time and those as a function of space, also called
temporal and geometric gradients, respectively.

Temporary temperature gradients, which could cause thermal shock, occur when the
tank is charged, especially after long plant shutdowns. They are caused due to temperature
differences between the molten salts entering the tank and the molten salts inside it. As
soon as the salts are properly mixed, these gradients are attenuated or disappear. To avoid
these shocks, it is important that the salts inside the tank are at their nominal temperature.
If the difference in temperature between the molten salts inside the tank and those entering
it is higher than 50 ◦C, the salts must be cooled before entering, and a slow tank preheating
must be programmed.

Geometric thermal gradients refer to differences in temperature between one point
and another in the salt tank. One of the main reasons for the existence of this type of
gradient is the cooling of the tank by differential thermal losses. This phenomenon occurs
in areas where the effective thermal conductivity increases due to the existence of thermal
bridges caused by deteriorated or poorly installed insulation. As a result, local cold spots
can generate a dangerous thermal gradient in the alloy.

The main solutions to this problem are, on the one hand, a correct design, installa-
tion, and maintenance of the tank insulation. On the other hand, the implementation
of circulation rings or ejectors promotes the circulation of salt flow inside the tank, thus
homogenizing temperatures [15].

3.3. Thermal Expansion

The high working temperature of the tank leads to relevant thermal expansion. The
thermal linear expansion coefficients of the most used alloys in the design of TES systems
are summarized in Table 4. These coefficients and the expansions caused depend on the
operating temperature of the tank. The table also shows the increase in diameter of a
hypothetical tank with an original external diameter of 40 m at 20 ◦C.
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Table 4. Thermal linear expansion coefficient and increase in diameter of the most used alloys in TES.

Alloy Temperature (◦C) Thermal Linear Expansion
Coefficient (µm/m·K)

Increase in Diameter
(m) Reference

AISI 516 Gr. 70 * 290 13.064 1.41 [51]
AISI 516 Gr. 70 * 390 13.539 2.00 [51]

AISI 304 ** 565 17.762 3.88 [52]
AISI 316 ** 565 18.441 4.02 [52]
AISI 316L 565 19.025 4.15 [53]
AISI 321 ** 565 17.55 3.83 [52]

AISI 347H ** 565 18.756 4.08 [52]

* Calculated from the equation provided by the reference considering a carbon percentage of 0.28%. ** Interpolation
of the values provided by the reference.

As can be seen in Table 4, the increase in the diameters of the tanks is a significant
factor. Therefore, there must be an overlap of the insulation so that when the thermal
expansion of the metal structure ends, there is no gap or opening between the tank body
and the outside. A total insulation surface slightly higher than that calculated for the tank
at ambient temperature will be required. The extra insulation needed will depend on the
diameter of the tank, the material it is made of, and its operating temperature [11]. On the
other hand, the thermal expansions suffered by the tank imply that it cannot be anchored
to a fixed point since it needs to expand freely.

In general, welds between shell courses and shell to bottom are very sensitive and
prone to failure for any of the mechanisms described above. For tanks operating at high
temperatures, it is always recommended to apply PWHT (Post-Weld Heat Treatment).
Actually, API650 recommends its use for tank shell thickness greater than a certain value.
PWHT reduces residual stress at welds and thermally affected zones, which is recom-
mended to avoid stress corrosion cracking and material embrittlement. The use of PWHT
is recommended for both carbon-steel and stainless-steel-based tanks. The procedure is
well documented in standards and literature.

4. Modelling

The design and optimization of molten salt tanks requires a very advanced knowledge
of the thermal and fluid dynamic phenomena involved. Due to the complexity of the
phenomena associated with the behavior of these systems, their optimization presents
a great challenge. Despite this, the designs are generally based on simple mathematical
models and experimental analyses with scale prototypes, from which data necessary for the
model are extracted. However, there are also more complex and detailed models capable of
predicting the behavior of the system without the need for experimental data based entirely
on mathematical equations [54]. Table 5 summarizes and classifies the molten salt tank
models extracted from the literature.

4.1. Empirical Models

Global or empirical models have the advantage that they are more computationally
efficient in terms of CPU processing time, which makes them suitable for studying the
long-term behavior of salt tank systems. However, its main disadvantage is the need
for empirically based information to refine the model in order to accurately predict the
different operating conditions of the system. A few decades ago, it was very common to
use one-dimensional (1D) numerical models to predict the operation of salt tanks due to
their low computational cost compared to models in second- (2Ds) and third-dimension
(3D) [54].

There are several global models in the literature. In 1989, Ghadar [55] developed a
semi-implicit 1D numerical model of the stratification of salts inside a vertical cylindrical
tank, used to simulate the loading and unloading of the tank. A year later, Alizadeh [56]
developed two 1D models to analyze the thermal behavior of a horizontal cylindrical tank,
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known as the “Turbulent Mixing Model” and the “Displacement Mixing Model”. Almost
two decades later, in 2009, Gabbrielli [16] used three different models, one of them to
evaluate the temperature profile inside the tank and its losses with the outside, another
to analyze unstable cooling of molten salts in periods of stop and, finally, a model based
on FEA to evaluate the stresses in the tank plates. In 2012, Pérez-Segarra [57] presented a
numerical method to model molten salt tanks. The objective is to use the NEST platform
to develop a versatile methodology that implements different modeling levels for the
components of a tank. On this platform, the modeled storage tank is considered as the sum
of its different parts, and for each of these parts, several approach models were considered,
depending on the required precision. In this study, several models are elaborated. On
the one hand, there are four global models: for the energy balance of molten salts, for the
energy balance of the gas between the molten salts and the tank top walls, for the free
surface of the molten salts, and for solving the energy balance of the passive cooling system
implemented in the foundation of the tank. On the other hand, the authors also elaborate
two 1D models for the conduction of heat through the wall of the tank and through the
foundation. In 2013, Zaversky [58] used the modeling language known as Modelica to
model transient heat loss in molten salt tanks. The model developed for the tank walls, the
roof, and the bottom is a 1D multilayer conduction model.

Table 5. Molten salt tanks models extracted from the literature.

Author, Year and Reference Type of Model Description

Ghadar et al., 1989 [55] 1D model Stratification of salts inside a vertical cylindrical tank

Alizadeh 1990 [56]
1D model Turbulent Mixing Model. Stratification of salts inside a

horizontal cylindrical tank

1D model Displacement Mixing Model. Stratification of salts inside a
horizontal cylindrical tank

Schulte-Fischedick et al., 2008 [59]
2D CFD model Heat losses and temperature distribution
3D CFD model Heat losses and temperature distribution

Gabbrielli and Zamparelli 2009 [16] Global model Temperature profiles and heat losses
Global model Unsteady Cooling of the Molten salts

Pérez-Segarra et al., 2012 [57]

Global model Energy balance of molten salts

Global model Energy balance of the gas between the molten salts and the
top tank walls

Global model Molten-salt free surface

Global model Energy balance of the passive cooling system implemented in
the foundation

1D model Conduction of heat through the tank wall
1D model Conduction of heat through the foundation

Rodríguez et al., 2013 [54] 3D CFD model Resolution of the fluid flow and heat transfer of the molten
salts fluid

3D CFD model Heat conduction through tank wall composed of multiple
layers of material

Zaversky et al., 2013 [58] 1D model Heat conduction through tank walls, the top and the bottom
Suárez et al., 2015 [60] 2D CFD model Cooling process in molten salt tanks
Suárez et al., 2015 [61] 2D CFD model Heat losses at the multilayer bottom of the tank in steady state

Wan et al., 2020 [11] 2D CFD model Distribution of temperatures and thermal losses of a tank in
steady state

Zhang et al., 2021 [62] 3D CFD model Discharge operation of a molten salt tank for three inlet
velocity conditions

Tagle-Salazar et al., 2023 [63] Global model Transient thermal modeling of molten salt tank

4.2. Physical Models

On the other hand, detailed or physical models are based on the multidimensional
resolution of the Navier–Stokes equations and the energy equations. These models should
be able to accurately describe the thermal and fluid dynamic behavior of salt tanks. In the
last decades, detailed numerical simulations using computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
codes have become a great tool for the prediction of these systems. However, these models
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require a large number of computational resources, which means that long-term system
behavior simulations are very expensive [54].

CFD models are used to calculate temperature distribution, salt flow rates, and heat
losses from tanks. These models are of great interest because they allow the analysis and
study of the complex physics present inside the tanks, especially in the cooling process, in
which there is a risk of salt freezing. Another goal of CFD model analysis is the generation of
specific correlations for heat transfer inside the tanks based on the modeling results. These
new correlations could finally be used in the global performance model of the plant [54].

The most widely used models in the literature for calculating TES systems for salt
tanks are k-ε turbulence models: the standard k-εmodel, generally used in the case of a full
tank, the RNG k-εmodel, and the k-ε achievable, which gives significantly more accurate
results in transient stages and when the tank is partially full or empty [59,60]. Both 2D and
3D CFD models are currently used, even though 3D models are more accurate. This is due
to the high computational resources required by 3D models, which in certain circumstances
makes them unfeasible.

Turbulence k-εmodels are used to simulate flow characteristics under turbulent con-
ditions. They are two-equation models in which two differential equations are solved,
whose dependent variables are the turbulent energy “k” and the turbulent energy dissi-
pation rate “ε” [64]. In 1974, Launder [65] proposed the standard k-ε turbulence model
based on the Jones energy dissipation model [66]. Almost two decades later, in 1992, the
RNG k-ε turbulence model was developed by Yakhot [67], using the Re-Normalization of
Groups (RNG) mathematical method to renormalize the Navier–Stokes equations. Finally,
Shih [68] developed, in 1995, the realizable k-εmodel. This model is an improved version
of the standard k-εmodel, and it proves to give better results than the standard model in
most cases.

There is a wide variety of models that have been developed to define, simulate, and
predict the behavior of molten salt tanks, both in operation and in shutdown. In 2008, in
the work of Schulte-Fischedick [59], a CFD analysis was carried out to obtain information
on the heat losses and temperature distribution of a TES system by large-scale molten salt
tanks. A CFD model in 2D and another in 3D was elaborated, both using the Ansys Fluent
commercial software. Rodríguez [54], in 2013, used a modular object-oriented methodology,
using the NEST platform as a link between different elements to create a specific system.
This work is the continuation of that presented by Pérez-Segarra [57], previously mentioned.
The models used to fully define the tank were global, 1D, and 3D models. The model to
analyze the flow and heat transfer in salts is called the code TermoFluids CFD&HT, with
which the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations are solved. In 2015, Suárez [60]
elaborated a 2D CDF model to analyze the cooling process in molten salt tanks using the
realizable k-ε turbulence model. In a second paper [61], published by this author in the
same year, a 2D CFD multilayer analytical model is elaborated for the estimation of heat
losses at the bottom of the tank in a steady state. In both works, Ansys Fluent was used for
the simulations. Wan [11], in 2020, developed a 2D CFD model, simulated in Ansys Fluent,
to determine the distribution of temperatures and thermal losses of a molten salt tank in a
steady state. For this, the realizable k-ε turbulence model was used. Finally, Zhang [62], in
2021, models the discharge operation of a molten salt tank for three inlet velocity conditions.
For this purpose, 3D equations based on the RNG k-ε model are used and subsequently
solved using Ansys Fluent.

4.3. Heat Loses to Ambient

The authors generally agree on the modeling of heat losses from molten salt tanks,
with very similar approaches [54,58,69,70]. Figure 5 shows the temperature distributions
and heat flow scheme of a tank. The heat losses from these types of tanks are divided into
three main heat flows:

• First of all, there were losses through the roof of the tank. On the one hand, the molten
salt transfers heat by convection to the gas inside the tank, and this, in turn, transfers
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it to the roof of the tank. On the other hand, salts also transfer heat to the roof by
radiation. Since nitrogen and dry air have a symmetrical molecular structure and
do not emit or absorb radiation in the considered temperature ranges [71], it is not
necessary to take them into account in the radiation heat transfer analysis [58].

• Second, the losses that occur through the tank walls come from three heat flows: the
convective heat flow between the gas inside the tank and the walls of the tank, the
radiant flow between salts and walls, and finally, the convective heat flow between the
salts and the walls. In a similar way to what happens with roof losses, the heat flux
passes through the structural material of the tank and its insulation by conduction to
finally be transferred to the environment by convection and radiation.

• There are losses through the bottom of the tank due to convective heat transfer between
the salts and the bottom. This convective heat flux transmitted by the salts passes
through the structural and insulating material of the bottom by conduction. Once
the heat flux reaches the concrete layer, part of the heat would be dissipated by a
cooling system if one were installed. Subsequently, the remaining heat flux continues
to advance through the concrete until it is transferred to the ground.

• A new study [63] proposes a mathematical model for the thermal losses in these tanks, both
under nominal conditions and during transients. The dynamic thermal model includes the
estimation of local heat loss due to assembly defects, which are heat flows that cannot be
determined by theoretical modeling. Simulation results showed that this local heat loss
may represent approximately 40% of the total heat loss in a small-scale tank.
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5. Conclusions

The study highlights the importance of energy storage technology based on molten
salt tank technology for concentrating solar power (CSP) plants, where the high level of
maturity of this key component is evident. The viability of thermal storage systems relies
on the reliability of the tank design.
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The study delves into these design aspects of molten salt tanks from a multidisciplinary
perspective, including factors such as material selection, insulation, and foundation design.
It also encompasses a critical aspect, which is the thermal–mechanical and computational
fluid dynamics modeling and analysis of this component, validating its fatigue behavior
and studying losses to maximize efficiency.

The study provides a state-of-the-art overview of the various forms of corrosion to
which molten salt tanks may be exposed, discussing factors such as high-temperature cor-
rosion, localized corrosion, mechanically assisted corrosion, and flow-accelerated corrosion.
Corrosion rates for different materials and salt compositions are presented, underscoring
the importance of material selection.

This analysis has demonstrated the complexity of modeling and simulating molten salt
tank systems, presenting a state-of-the-art that encompasses both global and detailed models,
as well as the use of CFD models to predict temperature distributions, heat losses, and thermal
behavior in molten salt tanks. The synergy of those models empowers us to fine-tune the
design and operation of molten salt tanks. This extensive modeling experience is pivotal in
increasing the reliability and overall effectiveness of molten salt tank-based systems.

In summary, the study provides valuable insights into existing knowledge and be-
comes an essential reading before addressing the design, operation, and challenges associ-
ated with molten salt tanks for thermal energy storage in the CSP sector.
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Abbreviation

CSP Concentrating solar power
TES Thermal Energy Storage
CRS Central Receiver System
PTC Parabolic Trough Collector
HTF Heat Transfer Fluid
SPT Solar Power Tower
HSF Heliostat Solar Field
MS Molten salts
FEA Finite Element Analysis
HTHC High Temperature hot Corrosion
LTHC Low Temperature Hot Corrosion
SCC Stress Corrosion Cracking
WG Weight Gain
biWL Weight Loss
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
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